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Most scientific papers are monotonously unexciting. Their authors conduct

carefully planned experiments. The conclusions and hypotheses are sup-

ported by data. The written reports are concise, lucid and desiccated.

All scientific journals contain numerous examples of such middle class

mediocrity.

It is possible to break the strait-jackets of conventionality and provide

tingles of expectation and excitement for journal editors and readers.

Through development of appropriate skills, the writer may be able to

vastly enhance his reputation. Granted the novice is often inept. But with

practice and devotion to duty he may succeed m em-en lenng the necessary

perception and technical virtuosity.

The procedures are relativeh simple. \n annotated enumeration follows.

1. Publish quickh). Preliminary experiments have provided some ideas.

Get them in print. If follow-up work needs to be done to complete the ex-

periment, o]- to satisfj th< skeptics, this can be conducted later. It will

yield additional titles for your publication list.

2. Recognize that writing is unimportant to a scientist. Writing is the

sphere of Professors of English, and those who prepare advertising copy.

The primary respominihlies of a scientist end when he comes out of the

3. Go easy on hteiatine Do not it, id pu'-lu .dunr iclatin to \om unck i

taking. This requires time that could better be used otherwise. In any

event, most investigations completed more than five years in the past are

valueless (unless, of course, they were done in your laboratory).

4. Ignore journal format. Most journals publish in each issue a set of

recommendations for prospede -n, im l 1 , < i , lh represent an ex-

pression of the ecc sntrii ities oi the editor and improperly inhibit freedom

5. Master the mechanics of pajwr preparation. It is conventional to have

a manuscript typed. If it is single-spaced il *\i)l S ;.w paper. If changes

need to be made, write them in the margins. Inconsistencies in headings,

figure and table format, and in citations add variety and spice. Use abbrevi-

ations of your own invention; these help in providing a personal touch.

Above all don't \enh liloi iture citation if i> he t to leave some of them
incomplete. Most readers of scientific papers are graduate students who
need experience in library searching.

(j. Consider means of ejfeelire writing. (If this isn'1 your meat, place

emphasis instead on tables and ligui es—commandment no 7).



'I here are scientists who actually like to write and whose exceptional

qualities are best revealed in the written word. The basic objective is to

keep the reader fooled as long as possible.

If possible dispen.sf with organization as formalized by headings such as

"materials and methods/' ••observations," etc. However, a skillful writer
can prepare a pap.-: »li.-h <-.,n ;-!i,-., >,.:ii, 01 -anizalional etiquette and yet
h '"

; n <> >
i'l i i ..< \ i rliai (hi i beyond mo I of us But some

helpful hints:

Use similar headings for various levels of content categories. Present
some of the "observations" under "materials and methods" and again in

"observations" so as to provide proper emphasis.
Avoid limiting a paragraph to a single idea or sequence or ideas, but

change subject two or three times in the same paragraph. Then, three
paragraphs down, go back to one of the first topics again.
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is more important that you be yourself. Do not be inhibited by restrictive

regulations. Write as you would speak.

Much has been said about brevity or the lack of it. Turn to page 3 of the
Style Manual for Biological Journals (1) where a throbbing paragraph has
been editorially b urned to a shriveled cinder The soul of the author is

7. Don't neglect

of counting or mc
be done with thei

tables and figures. One of the frequent byproducts of

.unuilaiioii of a lot of numbers which represent the results

asuring. We call these numbers data. Something has to

n. The usual procedure is to stack them into piles and

[f you are a hungry data hunter, tables are really for you. The best are
many-columned, each with its neat rows of little figures; they have a pleas-
antly hypnotic effect. Be sure to present the original data, not summaries.
However, statistical or mathematical embroidery following pages of num-
bers adds sophistication and ultimate iinaiity to one's endeavors.

secting bars, and amorphous spots are limit less. Some authors like the
homey feeling of figures prepared on second hand graph paper and lettered

by hand.

8. Consider alternatives in data interpretation. Commandment no. 7 dealt

with the disposal of data in conveniently accessible tables. This should con-
stitute a reasonable end to the matter. However, many workers insist that
verbal mauling of the bulging tables is essential. There are several attrac-
tive procedures available 1 to the disciplined scientist.

(a) The simplest gambit is to ignore the tables. Proceed with a learned
and philosophical consideration of your conclusions but don't refer to the

data. This might confuse the reader. Indeed, possibly it might confuse you
and this should be avoided.



pragmatic individuals For example: Table 11 indicates a germi-

87% of dodder seed at an alternating 20-30°C. with light. One can

"<'! '• or with respect to broader p.<- i mi

(c) In any event, draw definite conclusions. ,

as ilie Mem- of its enunciation. Do not consid

than i hypo esi i ia> hiw validity foi th.

Heaven forbid, an insufficiency in <

ubihl\ of a deal conclusion) ah dlustiatio

ob: ;
• >i ,.ns and conclusions follows:

My neighbor used to own a small dog that

day, a butterfly flew across the street and the dog went after it. He was hit

by a cai He was laid up but recovered Thereafter, he wa d< lib fright

ened of butterflies and would flee screaming whenever he saw one,.

(d) The most courageous wa\ of dealing >vlh dnla i simply U> d with

out it. Dai; )ficn imdnb piepidbv reridci and lim.hu a clear exposition.
Again an example: 1 have recently read an excellent book on evolution by
one of om mo i d l ii».n lied <>en< tiei f (2) Through ut the book, he de-
velops a meticulous pattern of argumentation based upon accumulated data
of genetics, taxonom; .'v,,]n>,n.: 11,,,,,1-j etc lis imaginative speculation
is carefully related to such data. However, in the last chapter dealing with
human evolution. h<- Ids himself -..- I

• Jr.. mc e- the ; dative evolutionary
poienii ditie 1

- of \a urns d| dan, of human x m » hoi t .amph be con
siders the reproductive rates of beautiful and less beautiful women. He
states, "Beautiful women do not on the average have the most children,
largely because of competing interests of stage, screen and promiscuous
manhunting." The elegance of tins th ... .',, ,., . . ,,, i ,i mtMlt s , .

apparent freedom from any kind of organized data. Scientific literature is

replete with such assertions, albeit most of them on less interesting topics.

9. Avoid manuscript reviews. Some authors are worry-warts. They scan
their completed manuscript again ml i air. uu nno.\ i.hci id i u will

requests for suggestions This is a wasteful procedu . tha .e i ivs lad of

self-confidence. Besides alienating your friends, it delays publication. When
the thing is done, it's done. Move on!

I nfoituiiateh rm in institute i require examination of manuscripts by
a review committee before the\ are sul nitf foi ... ,n. ition ost |ou

rials have review panels. There is nothing an author can do about this:

he can only endure patiently. Some reviewers take the time to make
numerous suggestion- ! i e-:,r «; i. ,. ndl.\ he placed in the circular file.

10. Publish. We have gone full circle. Our first commandment was to

publish. So is the last. Publication is the mark of achievement in the

scientific world. Another citation for the list and another reprint for dis-

tribution. Rapid and continuous publication is essential for professional
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